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STRUCTURAL VULNERABILITY AND RISK ASSESSMENT
OF HARGHITA COUNTY’S INNER ROAD NETWORK

ZSoLt magyari-SáSKa1, StefaN dombay

Abstract – Structural Vulnerability and Risk Assessment of Harghita County’s Inner Road Network. Road transportation systems 
has become indispensable in everyday life. They have a high importance in global economic circuit, thus their vulnerability and risk 
analysis is indispensable. In this paper we want to make an intrinsic characterization the road network infrastructure of Harghita’s 
county. Our vulnerability assessment was based on the internal structure of the road network using elements from graph theory. We 
identified that the majority of the settlements are loosely coupled with each other, after three random edge failure the road network 
becomes unconnected. We also identified the heavily loaded route segments with the assumption of using the shortest distance path. 
These are the most vulnerable parts of road network. The failure of two of these route segments can lead to the isolation of the county 
seat from the other major cities. By developing a simulation environment in R we could model the consequences of any edge failure in 
terms of detour length and number of traveling persons which couldn’t reach their destination. Through this latter evaluation we made 
the risk assessment of the road network, calculating the number of traveling persons which are locked to their destination.
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1. Introduction

 We live in a world where networks are 
everywhere whether we notice them or not. 
The majority of them are dynamically grow-
ing networks, thus they become more and more 
complex. Complex networks raises complex 
situations which in case of failure has impor-
tant consequences in everyday life. Due to this 
fact researches on networked systems intensified 
and network analysis has become a new science 
(Barabasi, 2003). In fact all network are created 
or appears to facilitate transport (water, goods, 
power, data, etc.). Not all networks are the same 
type and different network type react differently 
on vertex or edge failure (Dunn and Wilkinson, 
2017). 

Graph theory is the most suitable tool for 
modelling and analyzing the networks (Philips 
and Painton, 1998;Tong et al, 2010). Network 
analysis for vulnerability and hazard assessment 
has been used in various fields. Some of the stud-
ies implement network analysis on a particular 
way (Daskaliki et al, 2016) where the graph 
structure was given by studied phenomena’s spa-
tial and temporal distribution. Existing transpor-
tation networks structure and their vulnerability 
were studied whether they were air (Wilkinson et 
al, 2012) or road (Kocur-Bera, 2014) transporta-
tion systems. Centrality and betweenness analy-

sis are key elements in network vulnerability and 
hazard studies (Lennie, 2013), their calculation 
were included also in some graph visualization 
systems (Bestain et al, 2009).

Harghita county lies in the central region 
of Romania, having two Inter-Carpathian basin. 
It’s road network interconnects these two basins 
with the south-eastern part of Transylvanian Ba-
sin – Odorheiu Secuiesc Depression. The road 
transportation network in concentrated around 
the four major cities: Miercurea-Ciuc, Odorheiu 
Secuiesc, Gheorgheni and Toplita (Cocean et al, 
2013). As no quantitative structural analysis of 
Harghita county’s road network were found on 
scientific literature we consider appropriate our 
attempt from the title of this research.

2. Data and methods

The national road network of Harghita 
County was used to complete our analysis (fig. 
1). We have taken into consideration just the Eu-
ropean, national, county level and local asphalt-
ed roads between the county settlements. Roads 
toward other counties were not considered. The 
settlements were regarded as whole units, the 
internal street network was not considered, with 
the exception when they connected tangent set-
tlements.
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The road network was modeled with undi-
rected weighted graph, where the weight in some 
cases was the road length in other cases the travel 
time. All data regarding weights were taken from 
OpenStreetMaps.

In the graph model the settlements were 
the vertices while the connecting roads the edg-
es of the graph. To can make a complete model 
of the reality in terms of connection we have to 
add several vertices for road intersection outside 
settlements. The final model has 269 vertices and 
308 edges.

As we want to analyze the vulnerability 
of road network for road traffic the population 
number as weight was added to all vertices. The 
settlement’s population number was taken from 
the 2012 census data. All vertices representing 
outer settlement intersections had zero popula-
tion number.

In this research we used two free, open-
source software environments: Gephi for data 
visualization (Polly, Börner, 2012) and R with 
igraph package for data analysis (Ashtod, 2016).

For vulnerability assessment several graph 
indicators were used such as:

- vertex degree, representing the number of 
road connections of a settlement

- connected graph, whether all vertices are 
accessible from any point of the graph

- shortest path value, the minimum weight-
ed distance between pair of vertices

- weighted vertices betweenness, normal-
ized number of shortest paths that go through a 
vertex

- weighted edge betweenness, value of 
shortest paths that go through the edge

- giant component, has no exact quantita-
tive definition, is more qualitative and represents 
the largest component of a graph

Fig. 1. Geolayout representation of Harghita County’s road transportation network
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- network cluster, a group of intercon-
nected vertices which belongs to the same com-
munity. The community detection is based on 
weighted edge betweeness value.

3. Results and discussion

One of the basic indicators of a network is 
the vertex degree (table 1). In this case the mean 
degree value considering also the outside settle-
ment intersections was 2.28, while considering 
only the settlements this value fall to 2.2, as out-
side settlement intersections connects at least 
three roads.

The mean value is quite low, showing 
that in average a settlement has an ingoing and 
an outgoing connection, which makes it highly 
vulnerable. The number of settlements with only 
one edge is also high, even if we would consider 
the roads to other counties. 

The highly connected settlements are: 
Miercurea-Ciuc and Galautasi with 7 connec-
tions; Martinis, Odorheiu-Secuiesc and Cristuru-
Secuiesc with 6 connections; Sanmartin and San-
craieni with 5 connections. 

We do not found any conclusive relation 
between population number and connection 
number of settlements, as their correlation value 
(excluding the outside settlement intersections) 
is only 0.45.

To test the failure resistance of road net-
work we developed a few R functions, which 
simulates random failures. The first simulation 
was to determine after how many random edge 
failures the network won’t remain connected. 
After thousand trials we got a mean value of 3, 
which is explained by vertices degree distribu-
tion. This means that a simultaneous 3 road ac-
cident or road closure may separate the road in-
frastructure into at least two isolated components 
with no connection between them. 

The correlation between the number of 
random edge failures and the number of com-
ponents, after we tested it for till 30 simultane-
ous edge failure and calculated the mean compo-

nent number, for a thousand trial each, was very 
high 0.99 (fig. 3). This high value is confirmed 
by network infrastructure topology in which the 
majority of vertices has only 1 or 2 connections. 
The same result was obtained for the correlation 

vertex degree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
with outside settlement 
intersection

66 102 72 22 2 3 2

without outside 
settlement intersections

66 100 48 20 2 3 2

Table 1. Settlement’s degree distribution

Fig. 2. Correlation between random edge failure and component number
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between the number of random vertex elimina-
tion and the number of components.

Using proper visualization in Gephi (fig. 
2), where vertices and edges can symbolized ac-
cording to different calculated indicators, we can 
get a more suggestive representation of traffic 
network, and some of the results can be interpret-
ed easily. By such a visualization we can clearly 
observe the marginal position both of Toplita 

and its surrounding settlements and Ghimes and 
southern Ciuc region’s settlements.

Surelly the majority of separate compo-
nents obtained by random edge elimination af-
fects the peripherical settelements and doesn’t 
causes high impact on population movement. To 
indentify the most important settlements which 
can block traffic we have classified the vertices 
by their importance in the shortest path. This 

Fig. 3. Force Atlas type representation of Harghita County’s road transportation network. Radius is proportional with set-
tlement’s population; colors indicate vertex degree; in decreasing order: red, pink, orange, green, light green, blue, cyan

Normalized weighted 
vertex betweenness Settlement / location name

over 0.4 Odorheiu Secuiesc

[0.3 – 0.4) Bradesti, Miercurea-Ciuc, Vlahita, I14 (node between Miercurea Ciuc-Vlahita), I13 
(node between Miercurea Ciuc-Vlahita), Ciba

[0.2 – 0.3)
Baile Homorod, I19 (node between Odorheiu Secuiesc-Lupeni), Capalnita, Gheorgheni, 
Satu Mare, Bulgareni, Lazarea, I9 (node between Gheorgheni - Ditrau), Ditrau, Valea 
Stramba

[0.15-0.2) I12 (node between Ditrau - Sarmas), Mihaileni, Jigodin-Bai, Sancraieni, Cobatesti, Racu, 
Morareni, Madaras, Tarnovita, Sarmas

Table 2. Top 10 percent of settlements with highest normalized edge betweenness
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evaluation can be done calculating the weight-
ed betweenness of each vertex. We used two 
weights: the distance and travel time. This two 
weights were combined with equal probability in 
the shortest path selection. Based on the obtained 
normalized weighted betweenness we consid-
ered the following top four classes in decreasing 
order of their vertex betweenness value as shown 
in table 2.

We have to notice the most important and 
influential status of Odorhei Secuiesc and the 
high importance of several settlements both in 
Gheorgheni and Miercurea Ciuc vicinity.

We did the same analysis for edges, using the 
same weight combination, calculating the weight-
ed betweenness for each route segment. By this 
we obtained the most important and thus vulnera-
ble route segments which are used most frequently 

in shortest paths. The obtained result confirmed the 
previous analysis regarding vertex betweenness, as 
in the first part of table 3 the same settlements are 
present. New names appears only of the bottom of 
the top 10% of route segments. These new settle-
ments are marked with italic in table 3.

In the graphical representation (fig. 4) is 
clearly identifiable the core road network of the 
county, which has four major segments: Sarmas 
– Valea Stramba, Odorheiu-Secuiesc – Cobatesti, 
Odorheiu Secuiesc – Miercurea-Ciuc, Miercu-
rea-Ciuc – Sancraieni. The connection between 
the northern and southern part of the county can 
be made by three route which in terms of be-
tweenness have different importance. The most 
loaded is Gheorgheni – Racu, followed by Gheo-
rgheni – Bradesti and the least busy Gheorgheni 
– Praid – Bulgareni. 

Weighted edge betweenness Route segment
Over 12000 Bradesti-Odorheiu Secuiesc

[9000 – 12000)

I13 – I14 (nodes between Miercurea Ciuc-Vlahita)
I14 (node between Miercurea Ciuc-Vlahita) – Vlahita
Ciba – I13 (node between Miercurea Ciuc-Vlahita)
Capalnita – Baile Homorod
Vlahita – Capalnita
Odorheiu Secuiesc – I19 (node between Odorheiu Secuiesc-Lupeni)
Satu Mare – Bradesti
Gheorgheni – Lazarea
Baile Homorod – Satu Mare
I19 (node between Odorheiu Secuiesc-Lupeni) – Bulgareni

[6000 – 9000)

Lazarea – I9 (node between Gheorgheni - Ditrau)
I9 (node between Gheorgheni - Ditrau) – Ditrau
Miercurea-Ciuc – Ciba
Gheorgheni – Valea Stramba
Ditrau – I12 (node between Ditrau - Sarmas)
Miercurea-Ciuc – Jigodin-Bai
Sancraieni – Jigodin-Bai
Cobatesti – Mihaileni
Morareni – Bulgareni
Mihaileni – Morareni

[5000-6000)

Racu – Madaras
Bradesti – Tarnovita
I12 (node between Ditrau - Sarmas) – Sarmas
Madaras – Danesti
Tarnovita – Zetea
Zetea – Sub Cetate
Tomesti – Sandominic
Danesti – Tomesti

Table 3. Top 10 percent of route segments with highest edge betweenness
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We also studied the presence of giant com-
ponent, randomly eliminating edges, and testing 
after how many edge failure the biggest com-
ponent of the graph contains a fixed percent of 
county’s total population. As the notion of “gi-
ant component” is not quantitatively defined, we 
randomly eliminated several edges, while the 
number of populations in the largest graph com-
ponent has fallen below a given percentage of to-
tal population (fig. 5). We can observe two major 
steps in the chart, around 12 and 20 eliminated 
edges, which causes important, close to 10%, de-
crease of population number in the largest graph 
component.

As different simulations causes different 
component numbers, with different population in 
components we considered that the giant com-
ponent disappears after the second major step, 
which corresponds to 25 random edge elimina-

tion. In this case the population in the largest 
component will contain only 65% of the total 
population. 

Betweenness analysis identifies the highly 
loaded and that vulnerable vertexes and edges 
but doesn’t evaluates any risk. For risk analy-
sis of random edge failure we tried to simulate 
population movement. For this we developed a 
scenario with the following characteristics:

- constant movement intention for all set-
tlements

- inbound population number to every 
settlement depends on its population rate in total 
population, simulating the gravitational attraction

- at the beginning all route segments are 
functional, total and average travel cost (dis-
tance) is calculated

- at following time points random edges 
are eliminated one by one, which will increase 

Fig. 4. Weighted vertex and edge betweenness (greater radius and thicker lines represent greater values)
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average travel cost and will produce situations 
when destination settlement cannot be reached

We assumed that 5% of each population 
wants to move to other settlements. As Harghita 
County has a total number of 310000 inhabit-
ants, its 5% represent 15500 people. We also as-
sumed that, as a settlement has a higher number 
of inhabitants “collects” more people from other 
settlements. The outgoing 5% for each settlement 
were divided proportionally with inhabitants, be-
tween the other settlements. Repeating this pro-
cedure for all settlements we got the total number 
of moving persons between all settlement pairs. 

The simulation has been made for 1 to 100 
random route segment elimination. For each sce-
nario a number of 500 simulation has been made. 

As a result we got the mean number of total 
weighted km travelled by the moving population 
using the shortest routes and the mean number of 
moving persons which cannot reach their desti-
nation.

If the road network hadn’t have any failure 
the total travel distance based on the presented 
scenario would be 1087476 km.

 Analyzing the total travel distance in the 
network we could observe that after a slight in-
crease of total distance its value has a continuous 
decrease in relation with the number of randomly 
eliminated route segments (fig. 6). After 75 elim-

inated edges, representing 24% of total segments 
the total travel distance fall at 10% of its initial 
value.

Fig. 5. Precentral number of population in the largest component in function of randomly eliminated edges

Fig. 6. Evolution of total traveled km according to the number of randomly eliminated route segment 
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 In the chart representing the evolution of 
average travel distance per person (fig. 7) we can 
observe a clear increase of average distance from 
71 km to 82 km, as detours are used for short-
est paths. After 43 edge elimination the average 
distance falls below its initial value and around 
85 random edge elimination (27% of total edges) 
the average travel distance was halved.

As a risk value the total number of travel-
ing population is show in percentage in figure 8. 
We can observe that after 13 random edge failure 
10% of traveling population is affected. 

The R functions developed for this scenar-
io can be used successfully to evaluate the conse-
quences of certain route failures. We have simu-

lated what would happened if the most loaded 
route segment, between Bradesti and Odorheiu 
Secuiesc would be blocked by some reason. Due 
to the fact that there is a single route blocked, us-
ing detours the total travel distance for the mov-
ing population would increase with 6%., but ev-
erybody can reach its destination.

To simulate the consequences of targeted 
edge attack we determined the network clusters 
using Gephi (fig. 9). From the weighted edge be-
tweenness list we took the highest 10% as pre-
sented in table 3. We evaluated the individual 
consequences of eliminating these edges. For ev-
ery cluster we have considered the edge with the 

Fig. 7. Change of average travel distance per person according to the number of randomly eliminated route segment

Fig. 8. Change of traveling population percent which cannot reach their destination according to the number of ran-
domly eliminated route segment
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highest weighted edge betweenness value. Edges 
which failure would result situation when people 
couldn’t reach their destination were taken first. 
Simultaneously eliminating these edges (7 in to-
tal) 63% of traveling population couldn’t reach 
its destination, situation which can represent im-
portant risk.

4. Conclusion

 In current paper we tried to assess the 
road infrastructure structural vulnerability for 
Harghita county. After modeling the infrastruc-
ture with undirected weighted graph and calcu-
lating several specific indicators we can con-
clude, that after a very low value of 3 random 
route segment failure isolated settlements ap-
pears. We also identified the most intense used 
route segments in shortest distance paths, which 

represents the most vulnerable roads: Odorheiu 
Secuiesc – Bradesti, Miercurea Ciuc – Vlahita.

 Road vulnerability was transformed for 
certain conditions in risk value calculating the 
total number of people which won’t reach their 
destination. The evaluation of the obtained values 
after simulation, whether these values are low or 
high, can be subjective and their felt effects de-
pends on edge failure due to external facts. Ap-
plying the same methodology for other locations, 
compared values for multiple locations can help 
in vulnerability assessment and risk evaluation.

 We identified that blocking just two road 
segments the county seat can be completely iso-
lated from the other major cities. To get such a 
results we developed simulation tool that can be 
valuable in risk evaluation for targeted edge fail-
ure effect evaluation.

 

Fig. 9. Network clusters with their most populated settlement
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